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AHRI Shipment Data
for February 2018
YEAR-TO-DATE: Year-to-date U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water heaters increased 4.5 percent,
residential electric storage water heater shipments increased 2.6 percent, commercial gas storage water heaters
decreased 1.7 percent, commercial electric storage water heater shipments decreased 2 percent, gas warm-air
furnaces increased 13.4 percent, oil warm-air furnaces increased .5 percent, central air conditioners increased
1.8 percent, and heat pump shipments increased 15.6 percent.

CENTRAL A/C AND
AIR-SOURCE HEAT PUMPS

SHIPMENTS STATUS OF
WARM-AIR FURNACES

U.S. shipments of central air conditioners and airsource heat pumps totaled 515,936 units in February
2018, up 10.2 percent from 468,164 units shipped in
February 2017. Shipments of air conditioners increased
5.2 percent, to 307,522 units, up from 292,446 units
shipped in February 2017. Air-source heat pump
shipments increased 18.6 percent, to 208,414 units, up
from 175,718 units shipped in February 2017.

U.S. shipments of gas warm-air furnaces for
February 2018 increased 13.5 percent, to 208,815
units, up from 184,013 units shipped in February
2017. Oil warm-air furnace shipments decreased
8.7 percent, to 2,396 units in February 2018, down
from 2,623 units shipped in February 2017.
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COMMERCIAL STORAGE
WATER HEATERS

RESIDENTIAL STORAGE
WATER HEATERS

Commercial gas storage water heater shipments
decreased 12.6 percent in February 2018, to 7,829
units, down from 8,953 units shipped in February
2017. Commercial electric storage water heater
shipments decreased 6.3 percent in February 2018,
to 10,613 units, down from 11,331 units shipped in
February 2017.

U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water
heaters for February 2018 increased 1.4 percent,
to 378,045 units, up from 372,724 units shipped in
February 2017. Residential electric storage water
heater shipments increased 5.3 percent in February
2018, to 356,416 units, up from 338,410 units
shipped in February 2017.
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SOURCE: Information contained in these graphs is courtesy of the Air-Conditioning, Heating,
and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI). Industry figures are estimates that are derived from the best
available figures supplied by a sample of AHRI member companies.
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CLOSE QUARTERS: At Norton Commons, located in Louiseville, Kentucky,
lot lines are sometimes a mere 6 feet apart, making it impractical for outside air
condensing units to function — or avoid falling into the neighbors’ basements.
Geothermal loops are largely placed under garage slabs, where they won’t be
disturbed. PHOTO COURTESY OF NORTON COMMONS.

Dougherty
sees
the
Dandelion project, Google’s
recent venture into geothermal,
as a major validation of the
technology as well as a PR boost
for the industry.
“Their ad campaign is a
big movement on consumer
awareness, and that’s what it’s
going to take,” he said. “The
more recognition they get, the
more publicity they get … and
these developments on a grand
scale — there’s a lot of press
about it, and that makes it
more likely people will say, ‘I’m
gonna go Google geothermal
heat pumps.’”

FUTURE PROOF
It’s not just the folks building
or buying these homes who need
to see geothermal as a viable
investment, Nygren said. It’s
also going to require buy-in
from financial institutions. Back
in the mid-2000s, he ran into an
issue: Builders doing geothermal
spec houses couldn’t get bankers
to fund their premiums because
even though the houses might be
EarthCraft certified, appraisers
didn’t take that into account.
“When they’re appraising
a house, they do it on square
footage, number of bathrooms …
they don’t take into consideration
the environmental impact,” he
said. “Financial institutions
that are funding builders and
developers need to understand
not only the energy savings,
but it [abates] noise pollution,
which causes health and a lot
of other side issues. I believe we
have builders and markets ready
to embrace this. Appraisers do
not recognize it, but it’s starting
to change.”
Geothermal
megadevelopments are scalable, too,
and they’re starting to filter
down into the suburbs. It’s

called a “geo hood,” Anderson
said, and it’s the type of thing
that a small-scale developer
might consider for a cluster of
30 homes — or that a group of
neighbors might decide to go in
on together to get a lower cost
from a driller.
“There’s a town in west Illinois
with 10 or 12 all-geothermal
subdivisions because the builders
and land developer, for a 15-20
home development, began to
see the value of a geothermal
heat pump in the home and sold
the home as an energy-efficient
home,” said Dougherty. “What
you had was a very competitive
market for drillers, and the cost
to drill in Quincy plummeted.
So the added cost for putting
in a geothermal heat pump was
not that different. If you had
to add $5,000 to a mortgage
to put a 4-ton unit in, your
energy savings far outweighs the
additional 5,000 bucks.”
Anderson doesn’t see geo
hoods extending to cities in the
near future, due to the technicalities of underground construction in a densely-built,
pre-existing environment. If it
becomes relatively quick and
easy in the suburbs, though, and
if people become aware of the
option, she sees it becoming a
viable alternative among those
who either want to be environmentally responsible, or simply
want to take control of costs in a
fluctuating energy market.
“You control your destiny
because you’re not depending
on rising energy costs anymore,”
Lerche said. “It is great
technology; it’s been tested in so
many countries for a long time,
but it’s not integrated here yet.
“I think the market is asking
for it,” he continued. “Why
wouldn’t you buy a house that is
ready for the future?”
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